
Uni-Translator(Google Translator)

Euler Vasquez- Civil Engineering
Nelson Akintola- Mechanical engineering 
Mouctar Dia- Computer Science
Steven Serapio- Computer Engineering 

Who are we?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Who are we?- SpeakerIntroduce yourself in your Native Tongue briefly than switch, Your major and your semester- Speaker (4)Credibility: We are currently attending the #112 ranked for Best Engineering Schools nationwide and the 10 best engineering school in NY(Pathos)Why we choice this; give a your struggle about learning a new language or communication (Ethos) Our Goal:We are a group of engineers trying to” bridge the gap of communication”- End



Inspiration: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H8OI-NVMVa8

C-3PO

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Inspiration is the fiction character C-3P0 who was made by Anakin's to help with etiquette, customs, and translations. Programed with 6 million languages and claims to be fluent, he is actually uses more of a pattern recognition which we can replicate ( Eps VI hints hes not fluent) He get monthly updates by Droids 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H8OI-NVMVa8


Problem we are fixing 

● Cutting out the middle-man

● Learning and development 

● deep understanding of both grammar and 
culture.
Especially in our field of engineering 
where the slightest problem can cause 
millions of deaths in the civil route, 
mechanical or even computer fields



Why Uni Translate?
With well over 8 Billion people 
our planet…

Accessibility 

Affordable 

Profitable 
Innovation 

Convenience 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There’s 8 billion people on planet earth and over 7,117 languages spoken worldwide.  Now picture this on your mind you have a chance to travel to any country in the world. But there’s a catch and the catch is that you shouldn't speak your native language in that country.But instead you have to communicate in their language. However, using human translators is a lot expensive and less durable. But what if there’s a google translator on our IOS/Android devices it makes it more easier and understandable.



Company: Uni-Trans

Product: UNI–TRANSLATOR

● MATLAB translate computer language to human 
language it could be in form of codes, charts or 
diagrams,  Is useful and very accurate when it 
comes to languages. 

● Our team has recently incorporated MATLAB 
into our program 

● It could also help with your accent. (Benefit)
● Also computer scientists uses algorithms in form 

of programming like C++ to translate computer 
language to human language. 



How it works (Layman terms)
automatically translating 
any known language to 
another via numoresou 
methods

An application that can be downloaded 
(Benefits)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The way Uni-translate works is by automatically translating any known language to another. Either by typing or by speaking, the application can detect any language and translate it to any other language.That can either be highly spoken languages like from English and Spanish or more “unknown” languages like Quechua or Dhivehi. With this application you can download different languages to be stored in your device that can be used even if there is no available network, users have to manually download the languages they want it is this way to not use more than the necessary storage in the users device. 



Budget - 50 million Dollars 
We aren't the first to do it but we are the best!

Pathways: Buy the patents of older machine translation 
companies (Oldest company SYSTRAN 1968

The 10 year plan 

Computing Resources

Data Acquisition and 
Annotation

Testing and Quality 
Assurance End Date (Launch day) 

Testing and Quality 
Assurance

Start Date

Research and Development

Legal and Licensing

Localization and Language

Infrastructure  and 
Computing Resources

Data Acquisition and 
Annotation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SYSTRAN: SYSTRAN, founded in 1968, is one of the oldest machine translation companiesJust talk about how we will need money for Research and Development, Data Acquisition and Annotation, Infrastructure and Computing Resources, Talent and Human Resources, Legal and Licensing, Testing and Quality Assurance, Localization and Language Support, How we can buy patents from older versions of machine translations 
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